Abstract Program behavior results from the interactions of instructions with data. In genetic programming, a substantial part of that behavior is not explicitly rewarded by fitness function, and thus emergent. This includes the intermediate memory states traversed by the executing programs. We argue that the potentially useful intermediate states can be detected and used to make evolutionary search more effective.
Interactions take place at many levels within a GP system. Programs in a population interact with each other by competing for selection, and with the search operators by producing offspring. Instructions within programs interact by forming code fragments that contribute to program fitness. But there is one kind of interaction which I find particularly important: that between programs and data. Instructions interact with data by processing them and producing new data. From these interactions, the dynamics of a GP system originates, including the emergent phenomena. Together with the random variation, they are at the root of upward causation (see Table 1 in [1] ).
The consequences of embracing this perspective are quite profound. Interactions are functional by nature: an interaction can be modeled as a function that maps the interacting components to an outcome of interaction. This is in stark contrast to the more structural perspective that prevails in GP, which focuses on the components: search operators, individuals, program syntax. The functional aspects, particularly those pertaining to the so important interactions between programs and data, attract less attention, sometimes because they are too difficult to analyze, or because they are regarded as too domain-specific. But a GP system cannot be fully understood without them, and I argue in the following that they are essential for making GP truly scalable.
The need for turning towards the functional perspective in bio-inspired computing has been articulated many times in the past (see, e.g., [5] ). Within GP, the recent development of semantic genetic programming diverges from the structural perspective and adopts the functional one by focusing on the outcomes of interactions between program and data. Within that framework, program semantics is usually defined as the vector of outcomes of program execution for the particular training examples. The many-to-one mapping from the syntax (program code) to semantics (program meaning) allows expressing the same semantics in many ways, and thus involves the causal slack pondered over by Banzhaf [1] . Making search operators semantically-aware already proved a useful means for designing effective GP variants [6] .
However, it would be incorrect to simply say that semantics emerges from program code as a whole. Programs in GP are being selected based on their fitness, which is directly derived from program semantics, and if we agree with Banzhaf, qualities for which entities are being explicitly selected should not be deemed emergent ( [1] , Section 4). Nevertheless-and this is the pivot of my argumentthere is room for emergence during program execution. When run instruction by instruction, programs arrive at intermediate results, for which they are not explicitly rewarded. Consider the task of evolving a program that calculates the median of an array of numbers. A GP system solving that task can come up with programs that sort the array at a certain stage of execution. But nobody asked the programs to do that, nor selected them for this particular capability. This intermediate result emerged from the dynamics of the search process.
Why is this important? I claim that such functional intra-program phenomena can be harnessed. To start with, certain regularities emerge in intermediate products of program execution and can be exploited to improve search efficiency [3] . Also, the evolving programs can discover common intermediate semantic states and converge to them [4] , forming functional modules. In [2] , we showed that some programming tasks are more modular in this sense than others. An effective exploitation of these phenomena remains to be seen, but seems attainable.
Is this a feature of GP only, or is it common to all automatic programming paradigms? I am inclined to adopt the former view, mostly due to the iterative nature of GP. Banzhaf rightly emphasized the temporal aspect: there are no feedbacks without time, and feedbacks are essential for emergence. This applies also to functional modules, which can emerge only when program induction is an iterative process. A GP system needs time to discover that certain intermediate outcomes are desirable. This, together with other features discussed in [1] , makes GP quite a unique genre of automated programming, a genre that makes emergence not only possible, but employs it as one of its main vehicles.
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